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Abstract 
 

Modern communications technologies have opened widespread and diverse communication channels for people, 

and cell phones are among the phenomena, which in the late twentieth century and via transforming the human life, 

have had diverse individual and social impacts. Text message as one of the applications of cell phones as well as 
their growing trend among student users within an academic population requires to be explored. In this regard, the 

current research sought to analyze students' cell phone text messages. In order to arrange and configure the 

theoretical framework, theories of Satisfaction and Use by Engelhard, Habermas, Maccquail, Windall and Humens 
were used in a combined form. The research was conducted through a random sampling method and via a survey 

technique and by using a researcher made questionnaire among Payame Noor University students. The validity of 
the research's questionnaire was confirmed by the nominal and construct validity while its reliability was 

supported by Cronbach's alpha. The sampling method was simple random and the sample volume was 269 people. 

Data gathered were provided in two descriptive and inferential parts. Descriptive data indicated that in the sample 
population, the single, unemployed and Humanities group accounted for the highest percentage. Text messages, 

taking photos, Bluetooth, and filming were among the applications that cell phones would offer to students. The 
highest percentage of the sample population were found to send 150 messages and receive 41-60 messages per 

week. Non-academic friends were among the major receptors of messages. According to inferential results of the 

research, hypotheses pertaining to age, marriage status, job, motivation and reciprocal reaction, identity and 
satisfaction as well as sending messages were confirmed while other hypotheses were rejected.  
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Introduction 
 

Cell phone is among new technologies and emerging phenomena of the electronic era and digital age which 

assumes a special status within social layers of the society. Cell phone, like other technologies, may involve long 

term negative social outcomes, in addition to positive aspects. An increase in development of cell phones as a 

communication tool and a rise in the number of users in the current world have revealed a multitude of untold 

stories, such that users, without any limitations, express their own ideas through text messages and reveal feelings 

and emotions by creating a virtual world and a world of discourse with others. Growing trend of users is in such a 

way that text messages have laid new grounds for them while making them dependent. No such other means as cell 

phones have ever managed to result in such changes in the peoples' lifestyle and no such things have ever 

penetrated in the society. The users, by utilizing this communication system, disseminate and promote special 

habits and epitomes while exchanging and transferring thoughts with others. Cyber researches and distorted moral 

and legal values as a result of using cell phones are among the problems arising from this kind of technology, such 

that an increase in daily sending of text messages and immoral Bluetooth and distribution of scenes from the 

peoples' privacy have become a crisis in the way of moral security, thus causing challenges in the societal 

structures and privacy of the families. Modern technologies, via preparing and distributing easy access to scenes 

from the privacy and exposing various groups to public vision have engendered in the adoption of some measures 

as well as judicial prosecutions.  
 

Easy and low costs access, low age and increased trend of users all indicate an active and increasing role of cell 

phones in the lives of peoples in the society. Universities as centers for growth and learning of ills resulting from 

cell phones have not remained immune from the risks stemming from cell phones and this communication tool has 

become a new crisis for educational officials as it speedily acquires momentum in educational centers such as 

schools and other higher education intuitions. Currently, exchange of text messages and Bluetooth apps have 

replaced many of the daily talks and whispering of students in the classroom. Fostering sending inappropriate text 

messages within the country's scientific construct, particularly among academic actors in the long run will entail 
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adverse outcomes in the society. Inappropriate use of cell phones, due to improper utilization by  users of text 

messages, misuse of trust in the messages by the receiver, unity collapse,  dissemination of alienation among social 

groups, thinking havoc in people and divesting of thinking among age groups  in many of the cases have all 

provided the possible range of affection with ills and totally, they have become threats for the future of the country 

in terms of social, economic political and cultural and even thinking and exchange health.  
 

Considering abnormal outcomes of applying cell phones and special significance of this communication means 

within the academic social construct among students, it is necessary to understand possible outcomes and 

challenges of cell phones at universities and other places as well; because understanding the quality of using cell 

phones by students and the ends they are seeking is effective in understanding crises of the societal young 

population, particularly young people in the academic society. This is because of the fact that these young people, 

as they are young, adventurist, identity seeking and acquiring new experiences and information, seek to acquire and 

obtain criteria so to compensate for some parts of their own crises. In the direction of increasing trend of sending 

text messages among students at the university, the current research aimed to address the objectives of students in 

uncontrolled sending of text messages by this communicative means via applying some scientific methods.  
 

Statement of the problem 
 

In the direction of increasing needs and complexities of the human society, communication means has found 

various roles and forms, such that "Society moves from simplicity to complexity, the issue of communication and 

exchange of information assumes importance and communication system becomes critical and hence the society 

will find various roles" (Mo'tamed Nejad, 2005). Communication systems as one of the major social pillars linked 

with other existing systems in the community assumes importance in addition to exchange reciprocal relations in 

accounting for various needs of the human society. 
 

Cell phones as one of the manifestations of modern communication technology has some secret harms due to 

obtaining an authoritative position in social interactions among actors and obtaining the highest rate of acceptability 

in daily relations. Cell phones, due to the fact its content is private has become a symbol of independence and false 

identity arising from unleashed wave of transference of digital information as well as maladaptive content being 

contradictory with societal customs and morality. Cell phones, as a strong and unique archive, contain 

communication information and capabilities which provide easy access for the users to up-to-date information, and 

the ego self-pretention with the least costs. Risks arising from cell phones in different social, economic, cultural, 

political, behavioral, psychological, medical legal, criminal fields require a deep understanding of its adverse 

effects.  From a pathological point of view, cell phones can be considered a great source of generating fear and 

crises which have penetrated in the life's relations apparently and secretly. Cell phones in new societies which are 

eliminating traditions and living through spiritual communities may inflict damages on the societal structure. The 

more cell phones are utilized, the more they result in stringer relations with people. "Awakening of the public is 

among the new phenomenon of the global community and originates from the age of communications. When 

thousands of people are far from each other but live with each other with some relative thinking similarities and by 

using some special communications means, this is itself a kind of social abnormality which is of high importance in 

terms of value and significance" (Sarookhani, 1992).Phone users are like other ordinary users and players and some 

of their conducts are in one with moral and social standards common in the society but some of theirfunctions are 

contrary to the place of theiractivities. However, they act similarly in some other instances (Abdullahi, 2002). By 

breaking age, gender, ethnic, tribal, social, cultural, economic, political boundaries and limitations  and as a result 

of improper use, cell phones have led to serious social and cultural ills among various groups in the society, 

because the cell phone interactive setting, via creating safe and free virtual space for users plays roles like an active 

encouragement in forming the expression of intimate and emotional feelings in order to acquire attraction among 

various groups, thus adding to the gap between the user and other actors in the family, groups and peers. Thus, 

could also engender negative repercussions for the future of the society. Unintentional messages often manifest as 

anti-moral and stressful and tension making issue in the society ranging from the family to the school setting, 

universities and institutions and organizations. Given complex and widespread nature of harmful effects of cell 

phone text messages, it is necessary to pay attention to this issue. Improper use of cell phones in scientific 

institutions requires cultural, political and social grounds, because the relevant harmful effects will be revealed in 

the long run in the educational center. Increasing trend of utilization of cell phones in social communications 

suggests an inappropriate addiction within the academic society. Cell phones account for a higher percentage 

among other communication technologies in  students and the number of users is on the rise; thus answering such 

questions as understanding student users, level of use the way messages are sent, objectives of the senders and 

factors effective in growing inclination to this means indicate the issue of this current research. The current 

research, by believing in this matter and via using scientific methods sought to explore this crisis at universities.  
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Literature review 
 

In relation to the role of cell phones and relevant factors, many researches have been conducted in different 

scientific areas. Research on cell phone at universities is scant and in academic researches, there is little room for 

such researches. In a research by Kosari, Javadi Yegane and Kheir Khah (2006) with the title of Use and 

Satisfaction, the need for searching information (traffic, incidents, eventualities, paper titers), information relating 

to prices and kinds of entertainment,  

Social benefits (rumors, chat, enjoying speaking to others, spending time and feeling comfort), emotional 

satisfaction (facilitation of relations with others), mobility and accessibility (loss of belonging to place for being 

related with others, permanent access without concern of places, all time access and all place access, maintaining 

permanent relations and accessibility for the elder members and patient members of the family) are addressed 

which arise from the satisfaction of having cell phone. Cell phones, in addition to such applications as fostering 

interpersonal relations, as they are mobile in all times and all places, have such uses as guaranteeing security, 

fashion, identity, coordination and entertainment and the like. Saeedi's research (2006) indicates that one can infer 

from the term "Pretension consumption" of cell phones and fashion that the cause of using cell phones is that the 

users pretend to consume and through "pretension consumption" within the theory of Torstein's welfare class, the 

reason of such idea in using cell phones is gaining a social status. In a research by Ekrami (2007), while assessing 

over 6000 short messages voluntarily, it was determined that around 32.6% of the messages were in the category of 

emotional issues, 7% in the area of advice and recommendations, 12.21 % in the area of celebrations and religious 

rituals, 5.60% about jokes, 4.42% about scientiifc information, 5.30% about literary discussions, 1.67% about 

Islamic narratives, 8.86% about national media, 0.7% about advertisement and. 3. 35% about social and political 

issues. According to researches by Pur Tahmasebi (2008), cell phones in addition to having some positive media 

aspects, culminate in adverse social outcomes.  
 

The likelihood of talks, access to a multimedia environment, convergence, reciprocal interaction, rapid and 

effective access with high quality, creation of a rich virtual environment, reduction of costs and urban traffic, 

elimination of parts of limitations arising from physical disability are among some benefits raised regarding cell 

phones. Reduction of social interactions, ignoring values, emergence of cybercrimes and wrongdoings, destructive 

application of Bluetooth, and porn messages are among destructive effects of such electronic devices. 

Abdulmaleki's research (2008) indicates that using cell phone will affect heavily the solidarity and strength of the 

family and personality of the young people, where in the current time these negative impacts are higher than 

positive ones. Cell phones, in addition to impacting social relations, affect personal dimensions, including mental 

and physical health. Research by Hedayati (2010) in the area of effects of cell phones on the family and the young 

people illustrated that existence of cell phones has become pervasive and has had effects on economic basket, 

consolidation and disruption of families and personality of the young people quite considerably, where in the 

current time the negative effects are higher than the positive ones.  In accordance with the research by Zokaee 

(2010), the young peoples' use of cell phones indicates its role in freedom of action and more choices that are 

offered for the young people. This media, while creating a new subculture communication problem has become a 

kind of a tool that both facilitates and compensates for their communication needs in an actual area. The young can 

easily get out of direct monitoring and control of families due to such benefits as remaining anonymous in the 

virtual space and curiosity which is offered in the space. Results by Ahmadi, Mehdi Zade and Aghili (2010) 

indicated that multi-purpose use of the cell phones like listening to radios, music, watching TV, and entering into 

the virtual world of the Internet are among features which strengthens modern personal identity and gives meaning 

to man's needs and wants as being focal point. Research by Yasami Nejad and Gol Mohamadyan (2011) illustrated 

that harmful use of cell phones was positively related with neuroticism and negatively and significantly related with 

extroversion. Step by step multiple regression analysis indicated that variables of neuroticism and extroversion 

would overall explain 10 % of the variance of harmful use of cell phones. Other findings imply that there is a 

significant difference between female and male students with regard to using cell phones. Students majoring in 

technical and humanities groups do not have differences; as well using cell phones by single female and male 

students was higher than using cell phones by male and female married students. Research by Panahi, Faraji and 

Aslani (2012) indicates that students make use of cell phone's accessories for filling their own leisure time and 

communicating with friends. As much as 53.6% use it for listening to music, 31.1% for sending and receiving 

messages, 25.2% for conversation and 10% Bluetooth. The content of most messages being received and sent is 

jokes and jokes. Most Bluetooth is done for sharing music and photos. Results of Pearson correlation coefficient 

indicted that there is a relationship between dependency on cell phones and increased unhealthy relations and 

educational drop out. In the research by Babran and Akhavan (2012), a higher percentage of the sample population 

maintained that cell phones would result in creation of sense of freedom, independence, and higher self-confidence. 

Tests reveal that there is a significant relationship between using cell phones and reduced establishment of familial 

relations and student's' educational drop out.  
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Research results by Manteghi and Din Parvar (2012) suggest that technologies like cell phones and the Internet 

have become effective in the formation of the hidden and informal identity of the users of this technology. Besides, 

the level of the families' information of the responding students concern they use hidden aspects of cell phones and 

the Internetis meaningfully less than students' close friends. Comparison of the way female and male students use 

hidden aspects of cell phones imply that female students make use of the hidden identity more significantly than 

boys. Research by Dadagaran and Azad Andish (2012) on students indicated that most respondents use cell phones 

less than two hours and most of them have been two to four years that they have cell phones. Also, most of them 

have more than 1 line and members of the family are informed of all their number lines.  
 

Most of them make use of their text messages and send and receive jokes and romantic words through their 

messages. Also, they share most of the video files with their friend through Bluetooth. According to research 

results, it was determined that most respondents believed that having a cell phone instead of peers and classmates 

was not the reason why they have chosen cell phones. Having a cell phone results in freedom of action and sense of 

more independence. Most of their phone relations occur through cell phones with friends, however, they do not 

prefer to talk of their problems and how to eliminate them with their families. Cell phones do not result in fatigue 

and loss of energy for them (due to long use). According to research findings by Rostami Nejad et al. (2014), all the 

applications of cell phones among high school students in the province of Northern Khorasan are at a high level. 

Positive moral function has the highest average rate, and dependence and addiction as well as negative moral 

function equally stand in the second standing. In terms of gender, difference of average of dependence and 

addiction to cell phone, social constraints, negative educational function and negative moral function of girls with a 

higher average is statistically significant. Results indicated that there is a significant difference between ranking of 

each of the functions, and the positive moral function has the highest rate. Research results by Ata Dokht, Hamidi 

Far and Mohamadi (2014) showed that the degree to which high school students use cell phones  was high (88/7%), 

and this level was 98/4% among boy students which is higher than  girls with the rate of 81/7%. There is a 

significant difference between motivation for educational progress and achievement among students using cell 

phones and those who do not use such devices.  
 
 

Findings also revealed that harmful use of cell phone is negatively related with educational performance and 

motivation for progress andachievement. According to research results by Moeed Far and Ganji (2010), most 

respondents used cell phones less than three hours per week and on average, students used to send 121 messages 

and receive 129 messages. The content of messages sent includes daily requirements, textbook issues, sexual 

issues, congratulation for celebrations, political jokes, porn and etc. Analytical results indicate that while limited 

collective communications has no effect on the level and kind of cell phone use, the motivation of the users has a 

significant effect on the application of phones. Also, there is a significant reverse correlation between time spent for 

companionship with the family and the level of using cell phones. According to Soheil's researches (2010) most 

phone communications of the young people can be classified in terms of time, place and goal and according to the 

results,  over 17% of the sample under study spend their rime on daily activities and phone accessories  which is 

not much helpful for them. Also, as much as 30% of the students have stated that unnecessary contacts and 

messages waste their times. As quoted by Shahbazi, negative aspects of cell phones (Moeed far, 2008; Economides, 

2008) and emergence of serious social and cultural ills due to failure to use the cell phones properly (Kafaee, 2010) 

should not be ignored. For example, Torkmandi (2010 refers to a poll in England which shows that people have 

considered cell phones as the worst invention in all times after the invention of the guns (Shahbazi, Baghiani 

Moghadam, Mohamad Lu, Motlagh and Masoudi Boroujeni, 2013). Foreign researches in the area of cell phone 

messages in the academic society meet with records such as internal researches. O'kief and Solanefsky (1995), 

while measuring satisfaction in phone applications, have identified sociability, entertainment, acquisition and 

management of time as dimensions of cell phone applications. In researches by Ling and Witri (1999) cases which 

describe using phones for coordinating activities of a person have been obtained from group interviews with 

parents having two jobs. In a research (2000) Peter S. Alexanderfound out that cell phones act as a symbol of 

adolescents. Though cell phone is not the only device that has this feature, principally all technologies play such 

roles. They not only affect their growth trend; rather their identity and the way they see "themselves" will be 

affected. Cell phones, in addition to the above cases, help them to comprehend their own identities.   
 

Given Associated Press’ research findings which were published online and carried out on 1465 people of the 

working age, as many as 18% of the participants stated that they had been rebuked due to negligent behaviors and 

improper use of cell phones like "speaking loudly, conversation with mobiles in public spaces and the like". By 

studying the conduct of 106 people who had overused phones, David Sheffield found out that 16% of them were 

undergoing behavioral problems. These problems will result in stress following addiction to cell phones and their 

personal life will be affected. Leving and Wi (2000) also showed that satisfaction resulting from cell phone 

applications are to a great extent similar to findings which have been mentioned in the literature related with 

ordinary phones and wireless communications. They have also mentioned instant mobility and access as unique 
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dimensions of cell phone applications. Rich Ling (2001) in his research and study on adolescents concluded that 

girls, compared to boys own cell phones, because women, sooner than men at the age of 18 reach the peak point of 

using cell phones. Men a little bit later and at the age of 23 reach the peak of using mobiles.  

Researches indicate that the kind of understanding obtained and the kind of using cell phones depend on exchanges 

and variations. Austin (2001) in a research with the heading of effects of using cell phones on peoples' perception 

andassumptions found out that technology can cause disruption. In a study conducted by Rutgers, half ofstudents 

admitted that last week they had been contacted and sent messages while at the class and 26% of the same students 

had left for answering (Shapiro, 2003).  
 

In another study (Gerard, 2005), the more m=limitation there is limitation for using cell phones during lecturer, the 

more students will have inclination for ignoring this subject. Qualitativestudy by Palin, Salzmann and Young 

(2001) on sociability process of mobile in daily life showed that man is transferred a proper and definite use from a 

vague and widespread point. Using cell phones is a personal affair which is extremely affected by social factors and 

processes. This study indicates there is a changing trend in the institutionalization of cell phones within the 

sociability process in the personal life. Permanent access, harassment, troubles and unwanted programs are imposed 

on the individual. Research by Palin, Salzmann and Young (2001) regarding cell phones illustrated that social use 

has not been among primary reasons of using this technology. In fact, business has been the first reason to accept 

this means; however, it has become a major communication device for majority of users in the short term. 

Fortunani (2001) has also examined social implications of cell phones in Italy as by considering and focusing on 

aesthetics. He attributes success of cell phones on being "fashion". Mobiles has become a "necessary extra means" 

which empowers users, and it shows how much others pay attention to them and how much tey are willing towards 

them. Having a mobile and its application transfer information about a person and affects formation of personal 

relations and mobiles have played roles in peoples' decision making. As quoted by Garcia-Montez (2006) in 

studying short messaging and the study by Taylor and Harper (2003( it was shown that this kind of 

communications has beenan accepted way and prevailed and often times, sending or receiving messages in 

transferring meaning is used for encouragement, punishment, rejection and acceptance.  
 

There is no doubt, that mobiles are becoming part of our life and emergence of technologies have entailed various 

social and economic changes and transformed the very foundation of life. According to researches by Ling and 

Witri (2000), Ling (2004), Campbell (2007) some technologies cause people to feel sense of security, i.e. feelingof 

freedom and immunity from damages and ills. Quantitative and qualitative data of this research indicate that cell 

phones create the same sense of security for people who have chronic illness. Research by Torlo (2003) with 

regards to B.A. students' messages suggested that only one third of their messages have practical and applied 

content and they include emotional application, survival of friendships, love and social fairs attachment and higher 

intimacy. It seems that textual messages provide opportunities for intimate personal relations. Katz (2006) in his 

research on academic students in the United States suggested that one of the major users' motives is "Cell phone as 

fashion" which depends on "cultural background". According to this research fashion-oriented people use mobiles 

more than others and most people make use of such devices for being fashions. A research which was carried out 

by Crystal in England in 2008 illustrated that 81% of phone users were aged 15-24 years old in England and used 

short messages for expanding their social realitons. 37% of these messages were hateful of expression of love or 

hatred, though other applications such as threats, dissemination of rumors and doubtful contact of smugglers are 

also seen. Mackinaw (2008) found out that regular use of emails and cell phone messages and participation in the 

group of users will improve their life, specifically those having problems n the area of face to face talks. People 

who are mentally turbulent or isolated use such devices more. 
 

Theoretical framework 
 

Jean Kazeno maintains this thinking that mass communication media have super power isdisseminated among 

people who believe that this device could transform thoughts and guide all behaviors and powers (Kazeno, 1976). 

Mass communication media in a society are tools for communicating messages and expressing thoughts and 

transferring concepts to others. Investigating effects and impacts of this means is one of the most complex 

discussions in social deviance (Setoode, 1996). Chakotin maintained that with mass communication media, one can 

make masses conditional, create new habits and guide them in any direction (Sarokhani, 1996). De' flor and Ball 

Rokitch, in their own patterns regarding dependence on media stated that the major condition for the emergence of 

effects is the level of dependence of some of communication media, a channel for obtaining major information.  In 

this regard, the current research seeks to analyze students' cell phone text messages. In order to arrange and 

configure the theoretical framework, theories of Satisfaction and Use by Engelhard, Habermas, Maccquail, Windall 

and Humens were used in a combined form.  Lazarsfeld and Morton believed that many people have been affected 

by mass media and their potential power as they fear it. They argue that new mass communication media are strong 

tools that could be used for good and evil ends and if there is no favorable control, it is likely to use such devices 

more.  Bryan Loader and Late Campbell (2001) argued that new technologies and rapid movements of capital result 
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in insecurity and social and cultural inequality in the world. According to the Theory of Media Richness, the ability 

of the media influencing social relations has been exposed to their capacity in transferring messages and social 

symbols and media richness is considered to be determining factor in decision making the on the part of actors 

(Zokaee, 2009). Humens argues that in choosing between several actors, the result of an action is more valuable for 

a person, there is a higher possibility that the same person does that get engaged too; also if obedience of a value 

does not result in acquisition of satisfaction, its significance will decline and the other value will decline in terms of 

value and is followed by more value (Riders, 2000). Rogers (1995) argues that interactive innovations which are 

related with reciprocal communications could go through quicker adoption trend due to ability to rapidly absorb the 

user.  
 

Tom Masich states that indifference to adverse behavior of users in using mobile means has caused others to have 

ordinary treatment with such behaviors. By expressing vacillation of communication content, Windall argues that 

long term effects will be focused attention more than short term effects. If a message is used for a long time, its 

effect will become more. Clapper, in addition to repetition of a message, considers the duration of a message so that 

the program can have the highest effect possible (Windall and Malakian, 1998). In the Engelhard's Scarcity Theory, 

it is said that personal priorities are reflections of this socioeconomic environment. According to the Engelhard's 

view, the individual attaches the highest values for those things whose supply is low (Englehart, 1999). Upon using 

this theory and also the theory of Maslow's hierarchy of needs in the application of modern information and virtual 

technologies, it can be stated that since in the community, the supply of some needs is low, thus, the users are 

seeking forthem in the virtual setting. In fact, according to this theory, it can be stated that the kind of using 

communication technologies by people is subjected to social and cultural limitations of their life environment 

(Shahbazi et al. 2012). Habermas also maintains that there are fundamental or authentic needs which are possessed 

by totally free people and these needs will be necessarily discovered by anyone who engages in a practical talk 

intimately (Steven, 2001). In the MC Quail's approach, beside variables of age, gender, education, income and job 

as factors constituting the application of mass media, there is an emphasis on the issue of time and place and degree 

of spending leisure time. For him, much use of media requires much time. Having said this, the reason why TV is 

seen much on the part of women is their much time (MC Quail, 2001). Using media has become diverse involving 

other social and demographic features, particularly age, income and gender and job.  
 

In the Windhall's Communication Model, consumption of mass communication media and rewards resulting from 

this consumption are fundamental determined as peoples' basic needs. However, need has not been considered as 

the only factor for the consumption of mass media; rather it is considered one of the factors (Mohsenian Rad, 

1989). For Windhall, consumption factors of mass communication media, in addition to consumption, include 

personal characteristics, personal expectation and perception of the communication means and the level of their 

access. Also, wind hall states in his own model that performing specialduty of any mass communication mean is 

linked with specialexpectations of that means and the reward the receptor obtains. Consumption of mass media and 

the resulting reward is fundamentally specified by peoples' basic needs. In the Wind hall'smodel the more content 

of communication means give more reward to the client or it is used in the direction of his need satisfaction, the 

level of using of that kind of content will be more (Ibid). Oneof the most notable theories is the study of factors 

affecting cell phones' application in the area of client's behavior is the theory of Katz' satisfaction and Use (Khaje 

Noori, 2010). The main assumption of the satisfaction and use theory is this that clients are more or less seeking 

some content actively which provide the highest satisfaction and the degree of satisfaction depends on needs a d 

interests of people (Mo'eed Far, 2008). In other words, people expose special behaviors for satisfaction andfilling 

their leisure time (Khaje Noori, 2010). The theory of use and satisfaction focuses on kind, content and the way 

clients use the media. It addresses this main question that "What do people do with mass media? This theory 

affirms that the activity of the client is the mediator of communication effects.  Mobile has a close relationship with 

identity and many of the people owning cell phones have become dependenton it to some extent and consider it a 

necessary part of their loves. Mobile is part of me. No such thing has ever penetrated into our lives than mobile 

phones. Mobile phones are changing our lifestyles and they are opening places for themselves in our society. In 

fact, cell phone has become a part of the culture of modern societies. Cell phones are relied so heavily that losing a 

mobile phone is like physical collapse and disintegration, such that mobile removes a biologic need; mobile is 

becoming part of our body and it is therefore becoming us (Holm and Peters, 2001).  
 

Holms believes in the emergence of the second era of media and in this era, interaction stands against combination 

and clients' powers rise. Cell phones undermine reciprocal interactions day by day, because people are interacting 

in the new public space, i.e. virtual space (Holms, 2005). Ameli states that cell phone is among the most 

individualistic tools of modern life which allows for identity self-assertion. When the individual gets out of the 

home, such flexible capabilities such as reciprocal or multi-reciprocal commucnition, communications being 

planned, choosing communications acceptance, choosing in accessing and not in accessing and multipurpose media 

use, listening to radio and music and viewing TV and entering into the internet virtual world are among the features 
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which give meaning to the individual's wants and needs (Ameli, 2006). Giddens’ theories (1991), while concerning 

personal identity reflective project, regarding the fact that how cell phone could result in creation of various 

identities, state that personal identity must be more or less created against backstage of varied life experiences and 

splitting inclinations (Holms and Peters,2001). Therefore, mobile communications allow for configuration and 

rationalization of interaction, particularly, regarding single participants (Leung, 1993). For Giddens, cell phones' 

users are intelligible people who have no concern or doubts and in reflecting identity, they are skillful (Holms and 

Peters, 2001). Postman also states that mobile in the current form might help some personal issues be resolved but 

it can undermine social and moral values and marginalizing them (Attaran, 2005). Landmark et al. (1998) found out 

that using new communication technologies reduce social relations in the ordinary forms result in reducesocial 

relations due to loneliness, depression and isolation.  
 

Users' adverse use could be regarded as a social crisis and this issue creates problems and obstacles within the 

academic structure in regard to scientific development. Cell phones, by isolating users, create problems and even 

emergence of ills in the society. While cell phones reinforce virtual world and communications, they lead to 

reduced special relations. For Farjad, widespread advertisement will aggravate special problems for the young 

people and intensifies gap and distance between morality and moral customs. Young people's inclination will result 

in emergence of differences between them and their parents (Farjad, 1993).  
 

Theoretical analysis model according to theorists' views 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Research hypotheses 
 

Independent variables of the research can be categorized in six classes: background variable or social environment 

(social, economic position, social communications limitations), variable of motive (satisfaction, motive, 

motivations of reciprocal creation and motives of identity), application of special area variable (place of use), 

variable of general habits of use (time, leisure time), and personal features (age, gender, educational group job and 

marriage status) which are measured by the dependent variable, i.e. sending messages.  
 

Methodology 
 

The methodology was a citation and survey and by using citation method, conceptual and theoretical dimensions 

were examined and then by applying survey method, the quality of distribution and relations between independent 

and dependent variables in the population under study was investigated. Data were analyzed by the SPSS software 

in terms of measurement level of each of the variable. To measure the reliability of the tool, Cronbach's alpha for 

each of the scale items were used and the alpha rate obtained was 0/85, confirming the reliability of the research 

tool. Statistical population of the research was comprised of all students studying in the Payame Noor University of 

Saghez, Kurdistan in the educational year of 2014-2015. As many as 269 people were selected by using the 

Cochran formula at the 5% standard error and at the confidence level of 95%. Thus, the sample volume was 

determined based on gender to any of the scientific departments of humanities basics, agriculture and engineering 

fields.  
 

Research findings:  
 

Descriptive findings: Cell phones provide special virtual applications to users. In this area, some of the benefits of 

using cell phones and the reasons why they are pervasive can be reflected upon. Rapid access to overt and secret 

friends, the ability to hide information utilizing short messages services and easy access to ways of transferring 

audiovisual files are among the privileges which is favorable for any use; however, adverse use by users of cell 

phones in the scientific structure have caused behavioral and personality abnormalities.  
 

Considering the fact that transference of information knows no limitation through cell phones and technical abilities 

in the phones like Bluetooth, multimedia files and the like penetrate any limitations. Under such conditions, student 

users are exposed to some information where they see their distinction power diverted. Cell phone capabilities are 

such immense that can be used mentally and physically by users. A failure of using cell phones is that one can be 

affected by creation of spacesfor talks in the scientific area. In addition to time consuming, one can refer to other 

Sending Messages  

 Individual characteristics 

 

Application special area  

 

General habits 

 

Background factors or social 

environment  

 

Motive 
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issue such as lack of exchange if feelings and human emotions, limiting repertoire of and undermining verbal 

communications and the like.  
 

Table, 1. Relative frequency distribution of characteristics of holders of cell phones 

Marriage status  Frequency  Percent 

Single 212 78.11% 

Married  57 21.19% 

Age Frequency  Percent 

21-23 47 17.5% 

24-26 53 19.8% 

27-29 59 21.9% 

30-32 43 15.9% 

33-35 38 14.1% 

 Plus 35 29 10.8% 

Job Frequency Percent 

State job 36 13.4% 

Free job 72 26.8% 

Unemployed  161 59.8% 

Gender Frequency Percent 

Woman 139 51.7% 

Man 130 48.3% 

Educational group Frequency Percent 

Humanities 129 47.9% 

Basics sciences 85 31.6% 

Technical engineering  31 11.6% 

Agriculture  24 8.9% 

Total  269 100 

                    Source: Research findings 
 

Research findings of 269 people indicates that 78.11% of the cell phone users were single, 59.8% were 

unemployed, 51.7% were women, 47.9% were included in humanities group and two age groups of 27-29 and 24-

26 accounted for 21.9% and 19.8% of the respondents, because messages won't cause irritation of others for some 

reasons.  
 

Table 2. Frequency distribution of the way student used cell phones' facilities at the university 

Variable (facilities) Frequency Percent 

Conversation 17 6.32% 

Message 102 37.92% 

Bluetooth 33 12.27% 

Taking photos 42 15.61% 

Filming 29 10.78% 

Entering into internet 10 3.71% 

Visual clips 21 7.81% 

Audio clips 6 2.23% 

Play and entertainment 9 3.35% 

Total 269 100 

                       Source: Research findings 
 

In line with research results, students use cell phone applications including, 2.23% listening to audio clips, 3.35% 

paly and entertainment, 3.71% for using the Internet, 6.32% conversation, and 7.81% video clips. In prioritizing the 

utility of cell phone apps, messages accounted for 37. 92%, taking photo, 15.61%, Bluetooth, 12.27% and filming, 

10.78%.  
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Table 3: frequency distribution of messages sent and received by students in one week at the university 

 

Number of messages sent  Absolute frequency  Percentile frequency 

Less than 70 23 8.55% 

71-90 29 10.78% 

91-110 34 12.64% 

111-130 48 17.84% 

131-150 52 19.33% 

Plus 150 83 30.86% 

Total 269 100 

Number of messages received  Absolute frequency  Percentile frequency  

Less than 20 50 18.59% 

21-40 23 8.55% 

41-60 87 32.34% 

61-80 69 25.65% 

 Plus 81 40 14.87% 

Total  269 100 

         Source: Research findings 

 

Table 3 data indicates that the highest percentage of the respondents, i.e. 30.86% used to send over 151 messages at 

the university, but the most people, i.e. 32.34% received 41-60 messages per week and this indicates students being 

active in sending messages not in receiving messages.  
 

Table 4: Frequency distribution of receptors of messages sent by students at the university 

Message receptors  Frequency Percentage  

Parents  17 6.32% 

Sisters and brothers 30 11.15% 

Relatives  12 4.46% 

Academic friends  131 48.7% 

Non-academic friends  43 15.99% 

Academic personnel  36 13.38% 

Total  269 100 

Source: Research findings 

Given data of table 4, the highest percentage if respondents, i.e. 48.7% of them used to send messages to academic 

friend and the least percentages used to send them to relatives, 4.46%, parents, 6.32% and sisters and brothers, 

11.16%.  
 

Table 5: Relative frequency distribution of reasons why cell phone users apply messaging at the university 

Variable  Frequency  Percentage  

Security of expressing views in 

social networks 

56 20.82% 

Self-assertion  33 12.27% 

Access to major and new 

information 

17 6.32% 

Feeling of superiority compared 

to others  

29 10.78% 

Facilitation and fostering 

relations with others  

24 8.92% 

Fashions 21 7.81% 

Coordinating activities 15 5.58% 

Freedom in expressing interest in 

the opposite sex 

34  12.64% 

Spending leisure time  30 11.15% 

Entertainment and recreation  10 3.71% 

Total  269 100 

                        Source: Research findings 
 

According to data in table 5, a high percentage of the sample population, i.e. 20.82% consider security of 

expression of views as a reason for sending messages. 12.64% regarded interest for the opposite sex, 11.15% 

leisure time, 10.78% for sense of superiority over others among reasons for sending messages at the university.  
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Table 6: Frequency distribution of content of messages sent by the students at the university 
 

Content  Very low Low  Medium  Much   Very much  

Scientific  48.4 20.2 18.5 8.2 4.7 

Sports  9.3 10.2 30.4 25.3 24.8 

Cultural  2.5 6 12.5 23.2 55.8 

Political  6.5 31.2 46.5 12.8 3 

Social  4.3 8.5 8.4 24.3 54.5 

Jokes and jokes  1.7 4.9 12.5 15.3 65.6 

Economic  52.3 21.5 14.7 7.5 4.3 

      Source: Research findings 
 

Table data indicates that in the messages sent, scientific content accounted for 48.4%, economic 52.3%, which was 

the least rate. However, social content 54.5%, jokes, 65.6% and cultural 55.8% accounted for the highest rate and 

the political content accounted for 46.5% at the medium range.  
 

Table 7: University people in student's' messages 
 

People  Very low  Low Medium  Much  Very much  

High ranking officials 

of the university 

18.9 47.8 27.4 2.5 3.4 

Low ranking officials 

of the university 

2.1 13 35.7 49 14.2 

Academic 

administrative 

personnel  

0.9 6.4 12.5 20.6 59.6 

Academic friends  2.2 3.4 14.2 12.3 68.1 

Professors  3.7 0.6 2.5 13.7 78.5 

    Source: Research findings 
 

According to findings of table 7, high ranking officials of the university were placed in the very low rate of 

students' messages with acquiring 47.8%. Low ranking officials (49%) were at a higher rate and administrative 

officials (59.6%), professors (78.5%) and academic friends (68.1%) were at very much rate within students' 

messages.  

Table 8: Time of sending messages by students at the university 
 

Time  Very low  Low  Medium  Much  Very much  

During class  3.1 1.4 28.4 25.9 38.5 

Roundtables  1.1 3.4 16.2 26.1 53.2 

Lecture at the 

university  

5.5 6.5 11.3 31.3 54.4 

Ceremonies  2.6 3.5 7.2 18.5 68.2 
Free time  2.4 6.7 7.2 12.4 71.3 

     Source: Research findings 

 

Table 8 indicates the lack of effect of time on sending messages, because percentages relating to very much sending 

messages during the class, roundtables, lectures, and free time indicate disintegration of variable of time for 

sending messages.  

Table 9: Place of sending messages by students of the university 
 

Place  Very low  Low  Medium  Much  Very much  

Classroom  7.6 14.1 17.2 25.3 35.8 

Library  2.8 6.3 7.2 22.4 61.3 

Lab  38.1 15.9 14.4 21.5 10.1 

University saloon 2.4 5.2 7.1 20.1 65.2 

Self-service 

saloon  

4.3 16.1 19.4 22.4 37.8 

Campus  3.2 2.1 16.3 24.2 54.2 

Chapel  0 0 0 0 0 

      Source: Research findings 
 

According to research data, since time did not have role in sending messages, hence following this, given findings 

od table 9, all places and spaces of the university for sending messages have not been immune and the lab due to 

risk arising from substances accounted for the least number of message sent and no message was sent in the chapel 

due to its sanctity. 
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Inferential findings 
 

Table 10: Pearson test in measuring impacts of personal characteristics on sending messages 
 

Independent variable  Dependent variable  Pearson correlation 

coefficient  

Significance 

Age  Sending messages  3.12 0.63 

Gender  Sending messages 0.001 0.75 

Educational group  Sending messages 0.05 0.53 

Marriage status Sending messages 1.22 0.33 

Job  Sending messages 2.39 0.80 
 

Source: Research findings 
 

 

According to the findings, as an independent variable age has a significant relationship with sending messages. Test 

results indicate that gender does not play any role in message sending and sending messages does not have a 

significant relation with gender. Lack of relationship between variable of educational group and message sending 

indicates the equal inclination of educational groups on sending messages and no group did have superiority over 

the other. Marriage status and job are two effective variables in sending messages, because the two variables did 

have a significant relationship with message sending.  
 

Table 11: Pearson test in measuring impacts of background hypotheses on sending messages 
 

Independent variable  dependent variable  Pearson correlation 

coefficient  

Significance  

Socioeconomic position  Sending messages 0.04 0.43 

Social communication 

constraints  

Sending messages 0.01 0.29 

       

Source: Research findings 
 

Test results indicate that there is no significant correlation between mass communication constraints and sending 

messages by cell phones. Lack of social communications limitation, given findings of table 11 has no effects on 

sending messages. Socioeconomic position did not have a significant relationship with sending messages. 

Therefore, the assumption of impacts of socioeconomic position on sending messages is rejected and two 

background variables i.e. socioeconomic and social communication constraints are not found to be significantly 

related with sending messages.  
 

Table 12: Pearson test in measuring the effects of hypothesis of motives on sending messages 
 

Independent variable   dependent variable  Pearson correlation 

coefficient  

Significance 

Satisfaction motive  Sending messages 1.35 0.59 

Reciprocal action 

motive  

Sending messages 1.41 0.87 

Identity motive  Sending messages 2.05 0.68 
      

Source: Research findings 
 

Test results indicate that there is a significant and direct correlation between variable of satisfaction motive and 

sending messages and satisfaction motive with correlation rate of 1.35 is effective on sending messages. There is a 

direct and significant correlation between variable of reciprocal action motive and sending messages. Also, there is 

a direct and significant relationship between variable of identity motive and sending messages (2.05). Thus, the 

more motifs of satisfaction, reciprocal action and identity motive, the more messages will be sent.  
 

Table 13: Pearson test in measuring the impacts of hypothesis of general habits on sending messages 
 

Independent variable   dependent variable  Pearson correlation 

coefficient  

Significance  

Spending leisure time  Sending message  0.04 0.51 

Time  Sending messages 0.01 0.79 
 

Source: Research findings 
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There is no significant relationship between spending leisure time as a variable in general habits and dependent 

variable, i.e. sending messages and correlation coefficient of 0.04 confirms the rejection of the hypothesis. In fact, 

spending leisure time by students has no effect on sending messages. Also, there is no significant relationship 

between time and sending messages because sending messages knows no time.  
 

Table 14: Pearson test in measuring the impacts of place in sending messages 
 

Independent variable   dependent variable  Pearson correlation 

coefficient  

Significance 

Place  Sending messages  0.06 0.91 

Source: Research findings 
 

Correlation coefficient of table 14 is indicative of the lack of effects of the variable of place on sending messages, 

because correlation coefficient between the two variables is 0.06. 
 

Conclusion 
 

Cell phone as a communication tool via influencing thoughts and ideas have brought about false needs by users and 

has affected the young people and divested from them power, will and action. Cell phone, via providing the 

likelihood of influencing on duty performance or special conduct of people and via penetrating into the minds of 

people have directed thoughts in its own direction and it has transformed mass thinking as well as humanity. 

Descriptive findings reveal that 78.11% of the phone holders are single, 59/8% are unemployed, 51.7% are women, 

47.9% are placedin Humanitiesgroup and two age groups of 27-29 and 24-26 are at the top with 21.9% and 19.8%. 

Sending messages (37.92%) is among the priorities of utilizing cell phone facilities. Higher percentage of 

respondents in sending 151 messages compared to low percentage of receiving messages at the university indicates 

activity in sending messages and in prioritizing utilization of cell phone facilities, message assumes 3.92%, taking 

photo, 15.65%, Bluetooth, 12.27%, filming 10.78%. In sending messages, academic friends are at the top by 

acquiring the highest percentage, but the least rate pertains to relatives with 4.465%, patents, 6.32% and sisters and 

brothers with 11.15%.  A high percentage of the sample population, i.e. 20.82% consider security of expression of 

views as a reason for sending messages. 12.64% regarded interest for the opposite sex, 11.15% leisure time, 

10.78% for sense of superiority over others among causes for sending messages at the university. high ranking 

officials of the university were placed in the very low rate of students' messages with acquiring 47.8%.  
 

Low ranking officials (49%) were at a higher rate and administrative officials (59.6%), professors (78/5%) and 

academic friends (68.1%) were at very much rate within students' messages. since time did not have role in sending 

messages, hence following this, all places and spaces of the university for sending messages have not been immune 

and the lab due to risk arising from substances accounted for the least number of message sent and no message was 

sent in the chapel due to its sanctity.According to research analytical findings, proving the assumption of 

relationship if age with sending messages is an affirmation of Mac quail's theory (2000), Rich Leung research 

(2001). Lack of relationship of variable of gender in sending messages is contrary to researches by Leung (2001), 

Nicole and Fleming (2010), Yasami Nejad and Gol Mohamadyan (2011), Manteghi and Din Parvar (2012), Ata 

Dokht and Hamidi Far and Mohamadi (2014), Rostami Nejad and Others (2015). Non-existence of significant 

relationship between educational group and sending messages indicates equal inclination of the educational groups 

to sending messages and no group was superior over the other. Marriage status is the effective variable in sending 

messages and an affirmation on researchresults by Yasami Nejad and Golmohamadi (2011). Test b results indicate 

that there is no significantrelationship between mass communication constraints and sending messages and this 

finding is consistent with researches by Mo'eed far (2010), Austen (2001), Gerard (2005).   
 

Hypothesis of socioeconomic position effect on sending messages was rejected based on the Pearson correlation 

and this is contradictory with research by Saeedi (2007). Affirming hypothesis of satisfaction motive and sending 

messages is another fi dig if the analytical researches. This finding is in line with researches by Mo'eed far (2010), 

Taylor and Harper (2003), Leung and Wi (2000), O'kief and Solanefsky (1995), and Humens' view.  There is no 

significant relationship between spending leisure time and dependent variable, i.e. sending messages. This is 

contradictory with Macquarie's theory. Time is not a factor affecting sending messages and according to research 

results, there is no significant relation between time and sending messages. Descriptive and analytical data are 

indicative of formative dissemination of social relations and a kind of mental vacuum by student actors in using cell 

phones, i.e. sending messages. This is because, security in the virtual space compared to present talks has provided 

widespread refection of mental hidden facets and has penetrated into cultural, political, social, economic layers. 

Under such conditions, emphasis on return to moral values is part of the road not taken; hence it should be directed 

that way. In this course, there is a need for improving this crisis, because it can prevent social ills. If this is not 

done, objectives will be lost and values be threatened (Abdullahi, 2005). 
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